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Motivation
Do we really need to put these blue pixels through 100 layers to detect the bird?

Can we make networks faster and more interpretable by adapting the amount of computation?

Contribution
A novel mechanism that
- adapts the computation spatially
- is end-to-end trainable
- provides introspection
- is problem-agnostic

Spatially Adaptive Computation Time (SACT)
Apply ACT "convolutionally" to every spatial position of residual network’s block

Residual Network (ResNet)
image conv+pool residual units pool + fc
block 1 block 2 block 3 block 4

Adaptive Computation Time (ACT)

Input: halting score

activation
block of residual units

Output: remainder

Spatially Adaptive Computation Time (SACT)

Residual units are evaluated only in the active positions!

Image classification (ImageNet dataset)

Object detection (COCO dataset)

Visual saliency (cat2000 dataset)

Code: github.com/mfigurnov/sact